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THE JAPANESE JUDICIAL SYSTEM: THIRTY
YEARS OF TRANSITION
by B.J George, Jr. *
The Japanese legal and judicial system is exemplary. In a single cen-
tury, Japan has moved from a feudal legal structure through a system
of law and practice based on Western European civil law to a legal
apparatus following the Pacific War unique in its blending of
Continental European and Anglo-American law. Perhaps the most
noteworthy dimension of this evolution is the marked change in the
governmental role of the judiciary, from a mere component of a medie-
val administrative apparatus to a guiding organ deriving its powers di-
rectly from the Constitution of Japan.
I. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT AND STRUCTURE OF THE JAPANESE
JUDICIARY
A striking phenomenon of evolving Japanese legal concepts is the
relatively brief span of time required for a transition from a decentral-
ized feudal structure of justice administration to a highly sophisticated,
centralized judicial system. A process requiring centuries in Western
Europe, England, and the United States was compacted into a far
briefer period in Japan. In context, evolution of Japanese legal institu-
tions has been but one small part of the transition of Japan from a
reclusive island kingdom to a world power. A brief survey of evolving
legal institutions is indispensable to an understanding of today's Japa-
nese legal system.
A. The Feudal Era
The tradition of the Japanese Emperor as head of the nation relates
back to the sixth century of the Western calendar. It is unlikely, how-
ever, that true consolidation of power occurred until the rise of the
Tokugawa shogun (military dictators) in the sixteenth century.' Al-
though a subsidized imperial court continued throughout the Toku-
* Member, Michigan and Texas Bars. Visiting Professor of Law, Baylor University.
1. The definitive English language history is G. SANSoM, A HISTORY OF JAPAN, pub-
fished in three volumes between 1958 and 1963. Briefer accounts may be found in J. HALL,
JAPAN FROM PREISTORY TO MODERN TIMES chs. 1-10 (1970) [hereinafter cited as HALL];
Henderson, The Evolution of Tokugawa Law, in STUDIES IN THE INSTITUTIONAL HISTORY
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gawa era in the nominal capital city of Kyoto, the true seat of power
was the shogunal administrative capital at Edo, the forerunner of To-
kyo. Although for many purposes local feudal lords (daimy5) ruled
over the daily lives of their vassals, the shogunal system assured the
vassals' subservience to the shogun as de facto ruler of the nation in the
guise of the Emperor's military deputy.2
According to Japanese feudal concepts, there was no clear separation
between law and morals. Nor was there a clear separation between
administrative and judicial reactions to breaches of customary norms.
For most purposes, local lords adjudicated disputes between and con-
traventions by vassals, even though the latter might not have been
physically present in daimyate lands at the time of a contested occur-
rence. If the appropriateness of a penalty was at issue, or a party or
respondent was not a vassal, issues had to be referred to an appropriate
shogunal official for disposition. Although in theory each dispute was
to be resolved on its intrinsic merits, adjudicators referred to compila-
tions of precedents for guidance.3 How Japanese subjects viewed the
system during its three centuries of existence cannot be determined
comprehensively, particularly because the Buddhist and Confucian
values on which Japanese feudal institutions rested assumed an abso-
lute duty on a subject's part to follow the will of the ruler.4 In any
event, Hirobumi Ito, called the father of Japan's first (Meiji) Constitu-
tion, noted that "judicial matters were conducted with military despot-
ism."5
B. The Era of the Mei/i Constitution (1889-1947)
The year 1868 saw the reassumption of governmental powers by the
imperial throne through the so-called Meiji restoration,6 which brought
a swift succession of cataclysmic changes to Japanese society. The un-
OF EARLY MODERN JAPAN 203 (1968); Wren, The Legal System of Pre- Western Japan, 20
HASTINGS L.J. 217 (1968). Tokugawa is the family name of the hereditary shoguns.
2. W. BEASLEY, THE MODERN HISTORY OF JAPAN 3-6 (1963) [hereinafter cited as BEAS-
LEY].
3. See generally I D. HENDERSON, CONCILIATION AND JAPANESE LAW 63-125 (1965)
[hereinafter cited as HENDERSON].
4. D. EARL, EMPEROR AND NATION IN JAPAN 8-17 (1964). Religious underpinnings are
surveyed in H. NAKAMURA, WAYS OF THINKING OF EASTERN PEOPLES 427-49, 467-81
(1964) [hereinafter cited as NAKAMURA].
5. H. ITO, COMMENTARIES ON THE CONSTITUTION OF THE EMPIRE OF JAPAN 102 (M. Ito
trans. 1889) [hereinafter cited as ITO COMMENTARIES].
6. Meiji is derived from the name selected by the Emperor Mutsuhito for his reign. Simi-
larly, the designation for the current era, which began in 1925 with the accession of Emperor
Hirohito, is Showa.
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derlying reasons for the changes were complex, but undeniably a high-
ly important influence was aggressive insistence by western powers that
Japan open its ports to foreign trade and establishments.7 During the
first two decades an identifiable judiciary, separate from other organs
of administration, began to emerge,8 as did written criminal and civil
codes.9
The Emperor Meiji and his principal advisers strongly backed the
adoption of a western-style constitution which nonetheless would pre-
serve traditional Japanese values.' 0 The drafters of the Meiji Constitu-
tion had to confront the placement of the judicial function in a
modernized Japanese structure of government. Article 57 of that Con-
stitution provided that the judicial function (shihaken, "judicature" is
the usual translation) was to be exercised in the name of the Emperor
by courts of law according to law, and that court organization was to be
established by law.
As of 1889, independence of the judiciary meant only that the Em-
peror, instead of personally dispensing justice, caused independent
courts to do so free of immediate executive or administrative influ-
ence.II Courts of law, though, were not the exclusive repository of im-
perial adjudicative powers. Special courts could be established by
law, 2 and no litigation relating to administrative (executive) activity
that infringed private rights could be commenced before courts of law
7. See generally BEASLEY, supra note 2, at 76-97; HALL, supra note 1, at 243-72; E. REIS-
CHAUER, THE JAPANESE 78-86 (1977) [hereinafter cited as REISCHAUER].
8. English language resources include S. Funli, THE CONSTITUTION OF JAPAN 45, 54
(1965); R. ISHII, JAPANESE LEGISLATION IN THE MEIJI ERA 268-95 (W. Chambliss trans.
1958) [hereinafter cited as ISHII]; ITO COMMENTARIES, supra note 5, at 102-03; M. MIYAKE,
AN OUTLINE OF THE JAPANESE JUDICIARY 1-2 (rev. 2d ed. 1935) [hereinafter cited as
MIYAKE]; K. NAKAMURA, THE FORMATION OF JAPAN AS VIEWED FROM LEGAL HISTORY
70-78 (1962) [hereinafter cited as NAKAMURA]; H. QUIGLEY, JAPANESE GOVERNMENT AND
POLITICS 29 (1932) [hereinafter cited as QUIGLEY].
9. See generally Takayanagi, I Century of Innovation: The Development of Japanese Law,
1868-1961, in LAW IN JAPAN: THE LEGAL ORDER IN A CHANGING SOCIETY 5, 15-33 (1963)
[hereinafter cited as Takayanagi].
10. An excellent history is G. AKITA, FOUNDATIONS OF CONSTITUTIONAL GOVERNMENT
IN MODERN JAPAN 1868-1900 (1967). See also HALL, supra note 1, at 294-99; Takayanagi,
supra note 9, at 6-12.
11. ITO COMMENTARIES, supra note 5, at 104 ("This theory has no connection with the
doctrine of independence of the three powers, but it is still an immutable principle.").
12. MEIJI CONST. art. 60. Military courts were the principal objective, but Prince Ito also
mentioned special commercial tribunals, ITO COMMENTARIES, supra note 5, at 107-08, al-
though these were not in fact a part of the prewar system. The requirement that such courts
be established only by law (ie., statute) was intended, according to Ito, to forestall "the
establishment of exceptional courts placed beyond the control of law, encroaching upon the
judicature through the influence of the administrative authority, and wresting from the peo-
ple the proper courts where justice can be obtained." Id. at 108.
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(shihesaibansho) but, instead, had to be brought in a special Court of
Administrative Litigation (Gy~sei saibansho).II
At the apex of the system of law courts established by the Diet (legis-
lature) under the Meiji Constitution was the Daishin'n.14 Below that
court were courts of appeal (ksoin), district courts (chlh5 saibansho),
and ward or local courts (ku saibansho). In addition, designated police
officials were empowered to adjudicate summarily minor infractions
legislatively classified as police offenses. A protested ruling could be
relitigated before a ward court.1
5
For a time, Japan utilized a jury system. 16 Lay participation in adju-
dication proceedings had not been a feature of traditional Japanese le-
gal administration, however, and there were certain procedural
disadvantages to jury trial. 7 The law was so infrequently invoked that
it was suspended in 1943;18 it was not revived in the 1947 revision of
criminal procedural law, although the current Court Law (Saiban-
shoh5) allows for the possibility.' 9
13. MEuI CONST. art. 61. For a discussion of this, see text accompanying notes 98-100
infra.
14. Sometimes noted as Taishintin, the term has no precise English counterpart. It has
been variously translated as Great Court of Judicature, Court of Cassation, and (old)
Supreme Court. It consisted of 45 judges sitting in nine panels or chambers of five judges
each, generally five civil and four criminal. All civil or criminal panels or the entire court,
depending on the nature of the issue, had to hear cases in which the court's precedents might
be overruled. See generally QUIGLEY, supra note 8, at 278-79; H. TANAKA, THE JAPANESE
LEGAL SYSTEM 53 (1976) [hereinafter cited as TANAKA]; COURT AND CONSTITUTION IN
JAPAN: SELECTED SUPREME COURT DECISIONS, 1948-60, xv-xviii (J. Maki ed. 1964) [herein-
after cited as SUPREME COURT DECISIONS].
15. ISHII, supra note 8, at 462-64, 557-58; QUIGLEY, supra note 8, at 280.
16. JURY LAW (Baishinho) (Law No. 50 of 1923, in force from Oct. 1, 1928). See generally
MIYAKE, supra note 8, at 5-7; QUIGLEY, supra note 8, at 285-86.
17. No relitigation of factual issues before a kosoin was possible, and costs of the jury had
to be borne by a defendant with means. A court also could disregard a jury's verdict, which
was advisory only; a second jury could be convened by a court if the first jury's report was
deemed unsatisfactory. S. FUJII, THE ESSENTIALS OF JAPANESE CONSTITUTIONAL LAW 316-
17 (1940) [hereinafter cited as FuJI!].
18. LAW SUSPENDING THE JURY LAW (Baishinbashiho) (Law No. 88 of 1943). See
TANAKA, supra note 14, at 482-91.
19. CT. LAW art. 3(3). Lay persons have roles to play in the justice system as a whole. In
civil matters, lay conciliators conduct conciliation proceedings under a special law. CIVIL
CONCILIATION LAW (Minji chtteih5) arts. 6-7 (Law No. 222 of 1951). See II HENDERSON,
supra note 3, at 218-22, 306. Family courts also call upon persons to assist in certain matters
as councillors. In criminal matters, citizen inquests of prosecution (kensatsu shinsakai) are
on call to inquire into refusals to institute prosecution (but have the power only to recom-
mend, not mandate, filing of charges, which makes them functionally weaker than the
American grand jury on which they were ostensibly patterned). See Meyers, The Japanese
Inquest ofProsecution, 64 HARV. L. REV. 279 (1950). Volunteer probation officers are heav-
ily relied on in offender aftercare under special legislation. VOLUNTEER PROBATION OF-
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C. The Present Japanese System
Japan's defeat in the Pacific War and its occupation by the Allied
Powers (SCAP) brought major revision of the constitutional law gov-
erning the judiciary. Article 76 of the 1946 Sh6wa Constitution vests
judicial power entirely in the Supreme Court of Japan and in the lesser
courts that are established by law. In addition, it forbids establishment
of extraordinary tribunals or placement in an executive agency of final
judicial power and confirms the independence of judges, except as they
are bound by the Constitution and laws of the nation.20 The method of
exercising these powers is examined below.2 ' It is clear that the Japa-
nese judiciary now functions much like its American federal counter-
part,22 unlike the prewar Japanese system, which functioned in the
pattern of Western European judiciaries.
The Supreme Court of Japan (Saika saibansho) is established di-
rectly by the present Constitution.23 It consists of fifteen justices, in-
eluding the chief justice. The entire Court sits as the grand bench (dai
hetei) as required to decide certain questions24 and as petty benches
(sho htei) of five justices each to hear routine cases. Below the
FICER LAW (Hogoshiha) arts. 3-7 (Law No. 204 of 1950). A similar system functions under
the PROSTITUTION PREVENTION LAW (Baishunbcshih5) art. 25 (Law No. 118 of 1956).
20. Under the Meiji Constitution, a judicial appointment was not considered to be pres-
tigious. The traditional Japanese moral values, which embrace ideals such as personal har-
mony, compromise, and family ties, were considered to be incompatible with the adversary
tradition of the judiciary. A. OPPLER, LEGAL REFORM IN OCCUPIED JAPAN 86-90, 93-94
(1976) [hereinafter cited as OPPLER]. See generally Maki, The Japanese Constitutional Style,
in. THE CONSTITUTION OF JAPAN 3, 8-12 (D. Henderson ed. 1969); Saito, The Independence
of the Judicial Power in Japan, 3 JAPAN ANN. L. & POL. 83 (1955) [hereinafter cited as Saito];
Takayanagi, supra note 9, at 12-15.
21. See notes 73-99, 112-30 infra, and accompanying text.
22. Japan is a unitary system; all prefectures are part of the national governmental struc-
ture and there are no separate prefectural or local courts. REISCHAUER, supra note 7, at 261-
62; Beardsley, Japan'r Political System, in TWELVE DOORS TO JAPAN 428, 475-76 (1965).
Therefore, it is not federal in the sense of the American system.
Nor has the Japanese system had to cope with assimilation of a different legal structure as,
for example, the United States did when Puerto Rico became a commonwealth. See Torres
v. Puerto Rico, 99 S. Ct. 2425, 2428-29 (1979). The only possible exception is the
reincorporation of the Ryukyu Islands' legal system, as developed in practice after 1945
under United States civil administration, following reversion to Japanese control. See Toki-
oka, Reversion of Okinawa and the Problems of Its Judicial System, 16 JAPANESE ANN. INT'L
L. 39 (1972). The prereversion system is described in George, The United States in the Ry-
ukyus: The Insular Cases Revived, 39 N.Y.U. L. REV. 785, 787-94, 809 (1964).
23. CONST. arts. 76, 79.
24. Cases that must be heard and decided by the dai hatei are those involving a constitu-
tional issue on which no Supreme Court precedent exists, those in which a nonconstitutional
issue has been decided by a petty bench overruling Supreme Court precedent, those referred
to the grand bench by a petty bench because they present issues of great importance, and
those in which a petty bench is equally divided, because a four-justice panel can split 2-2 on
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Supreme Court are eight high courts (kbftf saibansho) and fifty district
courts (with 244 branches). At a coordinate level with district courts is
an equivalent number of family courts (kateisaibansho),u5 which are a
new part of the system patterned generally on an American model.
Summary courts (kan'i saibansho) (575 in number), which supplanted
the earlier ward courts, comprise the lowest judicial level.26 Police
courts were abolished, for they could not meet the separation of powers
requirements of the new Constitution.
2 7
II. STATUS OF JUDGES UNDER THE SHOWA CONSTITUTION
A. Appointment and Tenure
The Meiji Constitution provided that judges were to be appointed
from among those holding proper qualifications established by law and
that they should remain in office until the mandatory retirement age,28
unless sentenced to criminal punishment or disciplined according to
procedures set by law.29 Because judges, other than presidents (presid-
ing judges) of the Daishin'in and ksoin, were employees of the Minis-
try of Justice, they were appointed as other ministerial officials. 30 Most
appointees were recent law department graduates who passed an initial
civil service examination, served an eighteen-month probationary pe-
riod, and then successfully completed a second examination. Rela-
tively few appointees had experience as practicing attorneys. It was
reported that, in 1928, of 2,043 judges and procurators, only 133 had
practiced law privately.
31
a decision. CT. LAW arts. 9-10. See generally Dando, La Cour Suprgme du Japon, 1978
REVUE INTERNATIONALE 
DE DROIT COMPARiE 155.
25. CT. LAW arts. 31-2-31-5.
26. Descriptions of the present system may be found in S. DANDO, JAPANESE LAW OF
CRIMINAL PROCEDURE 46-47 (B. George trans. 1965) [hereinafter cited as DANDO];
TANAKA, supra note 14, at 48-50; Y. NODA, INTRODUCTION TO JAPANESE LAW 124-32 (A.
Angelo trans. 1976) [hereinafter cited as NODA]. A standard Japanese source is H. KANEKO,
SAIBANHO (Law of Adjudication) 106-57 (1959) [hereinafter cited as KANEKO].
27. CONST. art. 76(1).
28. See QUIGLEY, supra note 8, at 275, 276-77.
29. MEUI CONST. art. 58; ITO COMMENTARIES, supra note 5, at 115 ("In order to remain
impartial and fair in trials, the judges ought to occupy an independent position free from the
interference of power, and should never be influenced by the interest of the mighty or by the
heat of political controversies.").
30. The Emperor was the nominal source of presiding judge appointments. A minimum
of five years of judicial experience was required for appointment to a kasoin and ten years
for the DaLsrhn in. Public procurators were appointed in an identical fashion and enjoyed
the same status protection as judges. Indeed, judicial and procuratorial assignments were
made from the same pool of officials. See QUIGLEY, supra note 8, at 277.
31. Id. at 276.
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The status of the judiciary is elevated under the Shrwa Constitution.
The Emperor appoints the Chief Justice based upon the Cabinet's des-
ignations,3 2 and the remaining Supreme Court justices are appointed
by the Cabinet.33 All other judicial appointments are made by the
Cabinet from a list of persons compiled by the Supreme Court.34 Per-
sons not so designated are ineligible to serve.
With limited exceptions,35 no one commences a judicial career with-
out having passed the first national legal examination and having suc-
cessfully completed the two-year program of the Legal Training and
Research Institute.36 After initial appointment, court assignments are a
matter of judicial administration under the control of the Supreme
Court.37 In contrast to the United States, judicial service is normally
continued until mandatory retirement age. There has been relatively
little movement of practicing lawyers to the bench, although they have
completed the same legal apprentice program as judges and public
prosecutors. Although the professionalism of the Japanese judiciary is
of an extremely high order, as a consequence it has perpetuated tradi-
tional barriers between judges and public prosecutors, 8 and between
judges and the practicing bar.39
Ten of the fifteen Supreme Court justices must have ten to twenty
years judicial or legal experience. For the remaining appointees, the
law requires only that they be "persons of broad vision and extensive
knowledge of law who are not less than 40 years of age."' 40 The ration-
32. CONsT. art. 6(2). Parallel provisions concerning the prime minister in article 6(1) con-
firm the co-equal status of chief justice and prime minister. CONST. art. 6(1); OPPLER, supra
note 20, at 89-90.
33. CONST. art. 79(1). See generally Tanaka, The Appointment of Supreme Court Justices
andthe Popular Review of ppointments, 11 LAW IN JAPAN 25, 26-32 (1978) [hereinafter cited
as Tanaka].
34. CONST. art. 80(1); CT. LAW arts. 39-45.
35. Professors and assistant professors of law, as well as certain governmental research
and training institute officials, can be appointed as judges, as summary court judges, or as
high court presiding judges. CT. LAW arts. 42, 44. Such appointees may not have partici-
pated in the usual judicial or legal apprenticeship program.
36. Id. arts. 13, 14, 43. The Legal Training and Research Institute is under the direction
of the Supreme Court. Id. art. 14. The Institute program is described in Abe, The Legal
Profession in Japan, in LAW IN JAPAN: THE LEGAL ORDER IN A CHANGING SOCIETY 153
(1963); Matsuda, The-Japanese Legal Training and Research Institute, 7 AM. J. COMP. L. 366
(1958).
37. CT. LAW art. 14.
38. See DANDO, supra note 26, at 85-99.
39. This has been a chronic problem since the Meiji era. See generaly Hattori, The Legal
Profession in Japan: Its Historical Development and Present State, in LAW IN JAPAN: THE
LEGAL ORDER IN A CHANGING SOCIETY 111, 143-45 (1963).
40. CT. LAW art. 41(1).
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ale for these less restrictive requirements is that nonprofessionals would
broaden the court's collective outlook, which is particularly important
given the significant policy issues the Supreme Court must decide. In
fact, this diversity has yet to materialize, for all fifteen justices tend to
be from the same professional background.4
Independence of the judiciary requires protection of judicial status.
The basic premise, carried over from the prewar system, is that without
their concurrence, judges are not to be dismissed, transferred between
courts, suspended from the exercise of official functions, or subjected to
salary reductions unless they (1) are impeached according to legally
established procedures, (2) do not survive, in the instance of Supreme
Court justices,42 review of tenure, or (3) are determined to be physically
or mentally incompetent under applicable statutes. 43 Thus, the expec-
tation remains that judges will serve until the statutory retirement
age.44
B. Disepline and Removal
Although most Japanese judges in fact spend their professional ca-
reers on the bench, the postwar system gives no automatic guarantee of
tenure. Supreme Court justices are subject to a "Missouri plan ' 4 -' re-
view by the electorate. This occurs during the first election for the
lower house of the Diet held after appointment, and thereafter in simi-
lar elections at ten-year intervals.46 The experience of thirty years
under the provision provides results similar to those in the United
States--only a small minority of voters favor termination, and no jus-
tice has yet been removed from office.47
The 1946 Constitution also limits lower court judges to ten-year
terms, with a privilege of reappointment until statutory retirement
41. See OPPLER, supra note 20, at 97 ("The cabinet has regrettably made use of this prom-
ising latitude only sparingly. Occasionally, a well known diplomat, for example,. . . has
been appointed."); TANAKA, supra note 14, at 555 (only 5 of 63 so appointed through 1975).
42. See text accompanying notes 45-47 infra.
43. CONsT. art. 78; CT. LAW art. 48. CONST. art. 78 forbids disciplinary action against
judges by executive action. The Constitution also requires adequate compensation for
judges that cannot be reduced during their terms of office. CONST. arts. 79(6), 80(2).
44. CONST. arts. 79(5) (Supreme Court justices), 80(1) (inferior court judges). The statu-
tory age is 70 for Supreme Court justices and summary court judges and 65 for other judges.
CT. LAW. art. 50.
45. KANEKO, supra note 26, at 161, 165-68.
46. CONST. art. 79(2)-(3). Special legislation governs election procedure including written
ballots. LAW FOR POPULAR REVIEW OF SUPREME COURT JUSTICES (Saikasalbansho
saibankan kokumin shinsahl) (Law No. 136 of 1947). See generaly Tanaka, supra note 33,
at 33-36.
47. See OPPLER, supra note 20, at 90-91.
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age.48 This is not a matter of popular review, however, but rather of
judicial administration, ultimately under the direction of the Supreme
Court. 9 On an occasion or two, it has been asserted that this power
has been used to discourage, membership in political organizations50
that were viewed with disfavor by a majority of the Supreme Court
acting in judicial assembly5 with ultimate control over matters of judi-
cial tenure.52 This is of course a most sensitive issue. Although, as
citizens, judges have constitutional rights warranting responsible par-
ticipation in the electoral process,53 it also is true that militant political
activity engaged in by judges can endanger the image, if not the reality,
of an independent judiciary. 4 Professor Tanaka suggests that the
Supreme Court evaluate only purely professional competence, leaving
it to the Cabinet, in the exercise of its constitutional power of appoint-
ment and reappointment,55 to consider other factors.5 6
By constitutional provision, the Diet can convene an impeachment
court from among its members to hear removal proceedings against a
judge.57 Impeachment procedures are established by a special law. 8
The grounds are serious malfeasance or nonfeasance in office, or mis-
conduct, whether in relation to official duties or not, which tends mark-
48. CONST. art. 80(1). See generally KANEKO, supra note 26, at 174-77.
49. CONST. art. 77(1); CT. LAW art. 80(1).
50. By law, judges are not to engage actively in political movements. CT. LAW art. 52(1).
51. Id. art. 12. See text accompanying notes 113-23 infra.
52. The principal controversy to date, between 1968 and 1972, arose because of member-
ship of approximately 200 younger judges in the Young Jurists Association (Seinen Hari-
tsuka Kyakai, or Seihakya), viewed as leftist by more conservative elder judges. It was al-
leged that some Seih5ky members were denied reappointment and seven judicial appren-
tices were refused initial appointment as assistant judges on that basis. Six were Seih5ky5
members and one was a sympathizer. See generally TANAKA, supra note 14, at 558-62;
Danelski, The Political Impact of the Japanese Supreme Court, 49 NOTRE DAME LAW. 955,
964-68 (1974) [hereinafter cited as Danelski]; Hayakawa, The Japanese Judiciary in the
Whirlwind ofPolitics, 7 KoB U.L. REv. 15, 16-22 (1971).
53. CONsT. art. 15(1) (inalienable right to choose and dismiss public officials); id. art. 16
(right of peaceful petition for enactment, repeal, or amendment of laws, and for removal of
public officials); id. art. 19 (freedom of thought and conscience); id. art. 21(l) (freedom of
assembly, association, speech, and press).
54. OPPLER, supra note 20, at 93-94.
55. CONsT. art. 80(1).
56. TANAKA, supra note 14, at 560-62.
57. CONST. art. 64. Article 64 provides that the Diet shall set up an impeachment court
from the members of both houses to try judges against whom removal proceedings have
begun.
58. JUDICIAL IMPEACHMENT LAW (Saibankan dangaihC) (Law No. 137 of 1947). An im-
peachment court is composed of 14 legislators, half from each house; a two-thirds majority is
required for removal. See generally DANDO, supra note 26, at 49-50; KANEKO, supra note
26, at 184-86; OPPLER, supra note 20, at 94-96.
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edly to impair judicial prestige.59 An impeachment court is empowered
to restore eligibility for appointment to judicial office at a later time if it
believes that restoration is appropriate.6"
The constitutional right to an impartial tribunal in criminal cases
6'
requires that judges be subject to exclusion, challenge, and recusal.6z
This, however, has no bearing on judicial status as such, unless non-
compliance is so egregious that it constitutes an independent ground
for discipline or removal from office.
III. CONSTITUTIONAL JUDICIAL REVIEW
A. Under the Meffi Constitution
The matter of determining the constitutionality of governmental acts
was undreamed of in the time of the shogunate, when no subject could
refer to a higher standard than that established through the acts of a
ruler and his surrogates. Nor, essentially, did the legal milieu change
during the two decades intervening between the Meiji restoration and
imperial proclamation of a new Constitution. Because, however, as-
signment of responsibility to determine whether statutes, administrative
orders, or actions (or their want) was a matter of scholarly, if not prac-
tical, concern in Western European nations studied by Prince Ito and
his colleagues, who were charged with the duty to advise the Emperor
on the form that Japan's future Constitution should take,63 it became
59. CT. LAW art. 49; JUDICIAL IMPEACHMENT LAW art. 2. See generally KANEKO, supra
note 26, at 181-82.
In a celebrated case in 1977, an assistant judge pretended to be the Prosecutor General
and tape-recorded a conversation with the Prime Minister concerning the Lockheed bribery
scandal. He later played back the tapes to newspaper reporters. An impeachment court
removed the assistant judge from office. Newspaper accounts appear in Asahi Shimbun,
Feb. 21, 1977 (morning edition), March 11, 1977 (evening edition), March 23, 1977 (evening
edition). After removal from office, he was convicted, Shibutani Summary Court Judgment
of June 9, 1978, 894 Hanreijih6 36, of violating the MINOR OFFENSES LAW (Keihanzalh)
art. 1(15) (Law No. 39 of 1948), punishing misrepresentation of rank, position, etc. He was
also convicted, Tokyo District Court Judgment of April 28, 1978, 894 Hanreijiho 28, of
violating PENAL CODE (Keiho) art. 193 (Law No. 45 of 1907), covering abuse of official
powers. Both convictions are at this writing under appeal.
60. JUDICIAL IMPEACHMENT LAW art. 38. See KANEKO, SUpra note 26, at 186.
61. CONST. art. 
37(1).
62. CRIM. PROC. CODE (Ke&(/soshrh7) arts. 20-24 (Law No. 131 of 1948); CRIM. PROC.
RULES (Keifisoshakisoku) (Sup. Ct. R. No. 32 of 1948); DANDO, supra note 26, at 57-60;
Suzuki, Problems of.Disquzlfcatton of Judges in Japan, 18 AM. J. COMP. L. 727 (1970).
63. Classical European analysis is reflected in Sugihara, The Control of the Constitutional.
ity of Laws Under the Constitution of Japan, 2 HITOTSUBASHI J.L. & POL. 1, 1-3 (1963)
[hereinafter cited as Sugihara].
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equally a matter of concern in the field of political theory after promul-
gation of the Meiji Constitution. :
Mention has been made of the concept of independence of the judici-
ary, as courts of law, under the 1889 Constitution.' Independence,
however, meant only that judges were to be protected in their profes-
sional status against administrative action other than criminal convic-
tion or disciplinary punishment, 6 as they exercised the imperial power
of adjudication allotted them.66 But independence of the judicial appa-
ratus is not the same as judicial supremacy. Therefore, determinations
of compatibility with fundamental law by any class of officials could be
made solely within the sphere of responsibility allocated to it under the
Constitution.
In application, this meant that only the Diet could determine the le-
gality of its enactments,67 and only the administrative apparatus could
decide the constitutionality of administrative activity.68 Ultimate com-
petence to decide the latter issue, however, rested in the Court of Ad-
ministrative Litigation.69 The legal judiciary also had to be recognized
as having the potential, within a limited scope, to determine issues of
constitutionality.7 ° By their own decisions, however, both the
Daishin'in and the Court of Administrative Litigation denied their au-
thority to declare legislative acts unconstitutional. 7 1 If independent or-
gans of government disagreed, the Emperor alone could make a
binding determination. Conflicts of that sort arose only because differ-
ent instrumentalities of state had been simultaneously granted the
power to exercise imperial authority through the Constitution.72
B. Under the Sh,3wa Constitution
With the promulgation of the 1946 Constitution, Japan summarily
64. See text accompanying notes 11-13 supra.
65. MEUI CONST. art. 58(2)-(3).
66. Id. art. 57(1). The early experience is covered in ISHII, supra note 8, at 488-89.
67. QUIGLEY, supra note 8, at 45-46.
68. There was a conceptual issue whether only a cabinet minister, as head of a govern-
mental department, or all executive branch employees had the power to determine constitu-
tionality; the functional relationship to the defense of superior orders is apparent. See
generally T. NAKANO, THE ORDINANCE POWER OF THE JAPANESE EMPEROR 211-15 (1923).
69. Id. at 231-32.
70. Id. at 232-33.
71. Precedent is cited and discussed in TANAKA, supra note 14, at 686-89; Sugibara, supra
note 63, at 3.
72. That logic is the basis of a prewar exposition of judicial authority in FuJiI, supra note
17, at 385-87. See also R. MINEAR, JAPANESE TRADITION AND WESTERN LAW 132-33
(1970).
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aligned herself, or was aligned, with the relatively small group of na-
tions that accord to their judiciaries the power of constitutional re-
view.73 Scholars and jurists imbued with the nation's earlier
constitutional philosophy found it hard to adjust rapidly to a process
that had taken decades to evolve in the United States.74 There is also
incongruity between the supremacy accorded the courts by the Consti-
tution and a concurrent constitutional assignment to the Diet of the
status of "highest organ of state power."7 Nevertheless, the role of the
Supreme Court is now clear: it has ultimate power to determine consti-
tutional issues, a power shared with lower courts.
7 6
In several significant ways, the Supreme Court of Japan has devel-
oped doctrines of constitutional review bearing a close resemblance to
those in the United States. One is that there must be an actual case or
controversy. In prewar Japan, the Minister of Justice could solicit ad-
visory opinions from judges and public procurators because all in form
were public officials subject to his direction.77 In contrast, the position
of the Court under article 81 of the Constitution is to accept for review
only specific cases or controversies. Additionally, a-plaintiff or ob-
jecting party must be directly affected by the complained of activity.78
Nevertheless, a somewhat flexible approach is taken in identifying
standing. Thus, proprietors of nearby public bathhouses were allowed
to contest issuance of a license to a new bathhouse in their neighbor-
hood.79
73. "The Supreme Court is the court of last resort with power to determine the constitu-
tionality of any law, order, regulation or official act." CON.ST. art. 8 1.
74. D. HENDERSON, FOREIGN ENTERPRISE IN JAPAN 173-74 (1973) [hereinafter cited as
FOREIGN ENTERPRISE]. See Sugihara, supra note 63, at 3-8, 11-12.
75. CONST. art. 41; K. KAWAI, JAPAN'S AMERICAN INTERLUDE 100 (1960).
76. See DANDO, supra note 26, at 39 ("[I]f the Supreme Court determines that a law or
ordinance is unconstitutional, the effect of this extends beyond the specific case. . . .But if
a lower court finds that a statute is unconstitutional, this affects only the particular case.");
TANAKA, supra note 14, at 687.
77. See QUIGLEY, supra note 8, at 279.
78. The leading decision arose from the Suzuki litigation, in which a political party offi-
cial sought to attack the constitutionality under the renunciation of war clause, article 9, of
the predecessor to the present Self-Defense Forces. The Supreme Court denied standing.
Suzuki v. Japan, 6 Sai-han Minshai 783 (Sup. Ct., G.B., April 15, 1953), translated in
SUPREME COURT DECISIONS, supra note 14, at 366. The decision is discussed in Nathanson,
ConstitutionalAdjudication in Japan, 7 AM. J. COMP. L. 195, 196-98 (1958) [hereinafter cited
as Nathanson].
79. Sakamoto v. Japan, 16 Sai-han Minshk 57 (Sup. Ct., G.B., Jan. 19, 1962), extractedin
TANAKA, supra note 14, at 689-91. Certain aspects of the litigation are discussed in Itoh,
Judicial Decision-Mdaking in the Japanese Supreme Court, 3 LAW IN JAPAN 128, 135-36
(1969) [hereinafter cited as Itoh].
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The court has refused to litigate political questions."0 In perhaps its
most noteworthy invocation of that concept, the Court turned down an
attempt to use article 9 of the Constitution"' to invalidate the presence
of American forces in Japan. 2
The Supreme Court exercises from time to time its constitutional
power to invalidate legislation. Its first invocation of the Constitution
to that end was in the context of a statute, surviving from the occupa-
tion period, which banned communist publications. Although the oc-
cupation-directed norm was violated before the peace treaty, the
prosecution occurred after. While there was no majority rationale, a
majority ruled the law unconstitutional.8 3 Some years later, aspects of
legislation providing for third-party criminal forfeitures were invali-
dated. Confiscation without notice infringed on the provisions of the
Constitution that state that property rights are inviolable 4 and that
criminal penalties, of which forfeiture is a variety, can be imposed only
in accordance with procedures established by law.85 Therefore, statu-
tory procedures had to be revised. 6
In one instance the Court reversed itself, holding that a provision of
the Penal Code (Keih), dating from 1907, which mandated heavier
punishment for killing a lineal ascendant than for the same form of
homicide against others,8 7 was unconstitutional as violative of the
equality and nondiscrimination provision of the Constitution.8 Ac-
80. See Yokota, Judicial Review in Japan: Political and Doplomatic Questions, 13 JAPA-
NESE ANN. INT'L L. 1 (1969).
81. To accomplish the aim of renouncing war as a sovereign right of the nation and the
threat or use of force as a means of settling international disputes, CONST. art. 9(1), "land,
sea, and air forces, as well as other war potential, will never be maintained." CONST. art.
9(2).
82. Sakata v. Japan, 13 Sai-han Keishii 3225 (Sup. Ct., G.B., Dec. 16, 1959), translatedin
SUPREME COURT DECISIONS, supra note 14, at 298. See general TANAKA, supra note 14, at
695-708, 711-16 (background material on CONST. art. 9); OPPLER, supra note 20, at 327-28
(the reaction of a key SCAP adviser); Wada, Decisions Under Article 9 of the Constitution-
The Sunakawa, Eniwa and Naganuma Decisions, 9 LAW IN JAPAN 117 (1976).
83. Sakagami v. Japan, 7 Sai-han Minsha 1562 (Sup. Ct., G.B., Oct. 8, 1953), discussed in
Henderson, Japanese Judicial Review ofLegislation: The First Twenty Years, in THE CONSTI-
TUTION OF JAPAN 115, 127-33 (D. Henderson ed. 1969). See Nathanson, supra note 78, at
202-09.
84. CONST. art. 29(1).
85. Id. art. 31.
86. Nakamura v. Japan, 16 Sai-han Keishfi 1593 (Sup. Ct., G.B., Nov. 28, 1962), trans-
lated in THE CONSTITUTIONAL CASE LAW OF JAPAN 58 (1978). See also Danelski, supra
note 52, at 960.
87. PENAL CODE art. 200.
88. CONST. art. 14.
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cordingly, the punishment was reduced to that for ordinary homicide.8 9
In other decisions, the court invalidated a statute that permitted refusal
of pharmacy licenses for "unsuitable" sites90 and required revision of
legislative apportionments to meet constitutional standards. 9'
The Court also has dealt with citizens' rights under the 1946 Consti-
tution: freedom of thought as affected by private action;92 political ac-
tivity by public employees; 93 the claim of citizens and the press to a
right of access to information;94 the extent to which religious organiza-
tions can receive reimbursement from public funds;9 5 and the elements
of a fair administrative hearing.96 In the field of criminal procedure,
the Court seems to have recognized that an exclusionary rule can be
invoked on the basis of an unlawful search if necessary to deter unlaw-
ful police activity.97
Naturally, in a society as complex as Japan's, one can identify many
apparent infringements of civil liberties that Americans would expect
the United States Supreme Court to resolve if they arose in this coun-
try. It is unfair, however, to criticize the Japanese judiciary, and partic-
ularly the Supreme Court of Japan, for not attaining after thirty-three
years a frequency of constitutional review it took 150 years for the
89. Aizawa v. Japan, 27 Sai-han KeishO 265 (Sup. Ct., G.B., April 14, 1973), translated in
part in TANAKA, supra note 14, at 725.
90. Sumiyoshi v. Governor of Hiroshima Prefecture, 665 Saibansho Jiho I (Sup. Ct.,
G.B., April 30, 1975), translated in Haley, The Freedom To Choose an Occupation and the
Constitutional Limits of Legislative Discretion, 8 LAW IN JAPAN 188 (1975).
91. Kurokawa v. Chiba Prefecture Election Comm'n, 30 Sai-han Minsha 223 (Sup. Ct.,
G.B., April 14, 1976), notedin 9 LAW IN JAPAN 151 (1976).
92. Takano v. Mitsubishi Jashi K.K., 27 Sai-han Minsho 1536 (Sup. Ct., G.B., Dec. 12,
1973), notedin 7 LAW IN JAPAN 151 (1974) (employees cannot be dismissed for undisclosed
political activities).
93. Japan v. Osawa, 757 Hanrei Jiho 30 (Sup. Ct., G.B., Nov. 11, 1974), notedin 8 LAW IN
JAPAN 205 (1975) (public employees may be prohibited from partaking in political activi-
ties).
94. See Brown, Emerging Judicial Restraints on Constitutional Guarantees of Freedom of
Expression, in CURRENT STUDIES IN JAPANESE LAW 66 (W. Gray ed., U. of Mich. Center
for Japanese Studies Occasional Papers No. 12, 1979).
95. Suminaga v. Sekiguchi, 855 Hanrei Jiho 24 (Sup. Ct., G.B., July 13, 1977), notedin 10
LAW IN JAPAN 161 (1977) (payment by municipality to Shinto priests for ground breaking
ceremony was proper because the rite was a social custom).
96. Gumma Central Bus Co. v. Ministry of Transportation, 668 Saibansho Jih 1 (Sup.
Ct., Ist P.B., May 29, 1975), noted in 8 LAW IN JAPAN 209 (1975).
97. Hashimoto v. Japan, 32 Sai-han Keishl 1672 (Sup. Ct., 1st P.B., Sept. 7, 1978), dis-
cussed in Dando, The Role of the Supreme Court in the Administration of Criminal Justice in
Japan 19-20 (1979) (manuscript, to be published in French translation in REVUE DE DROIT
PENAL ET DE CRIMINOLOGIE) [hereinafter cited as Justice in Japan]. The Court's rationale is
similar to that of the United States Supreme Court. See, e.g., Stone v. Powell, 428 U.S. 465
(1976); United States v. Peltier, 422 U.S. 531 (1975); Michigan v. Tucker, 417 U.S. 433
(1974).
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United States to achieve. The fundamental principle of constitutional
judicial review is firmly established and is not likely to disappear.
What may be emerging is an accommodation between competing stan-
dards of judicial independence and judicial supremacy that warrants
study in this country. Such will be touched on again at the conclusion
of this article.
IV. ADMINISTRATIVE LITIGATION
We have seen how, in pre-Meiji Japan, legal and administrative ac-
tivities could hardly be distinguished. We also have noted, in consider-
ing separation of powers and determination of unconstitutionality, that
a significant area of responsibility was reserved for the separate Court
of Administrative Litigation.9" As it was administered, that court did
not provide an adequate forum to resolve complaints arising from ad-
ministrative action.9 9 It might have been revised to become a more
effective instrumentality, but it never had that chance because of the
1946 constitutional provision banning extraordinary tribunals and as-
signment to any executive agency of final judicial powers.' 0
Modem Japan relies heavily on a pervasive bureaucracy; as in the
United States, citizens are much more directly affected by administra-
tive measures than they are by judicial action. An unusual feature of
Japanese administrative practice has been the development of informal
procedures, called administrative guidance (gytsei shid5). 0' These
range from encouragement and suggestions to warnings and directives.
There is nothing inherently unconstitutional in allowing resolution of
administrative problems through such devices as long as, legally speak-
ing, they are preliminary and not final.
10 2
Nevertheless, the occupying powers were firm that final resolution of
administrative disputes had to occur in courts of law. 0 3 Consequently,
a detailed law, the Administrative Litigation Law,104 was created to
regulate judicial proceedings attacking either activity or inactivity by
98. See texf accompanying notes 10-13, 63-72 supra.
99. See Wada, The 4dministrative Court Under the Mefii Constitution, 10 LAW IN JAPAN 1,
44-49 (1977) [hereinafter cited as Wada].
100. CONST. art. 76(2).
101. See Narita, Administrative Guidance, 2 LAW IN JAPAN 45, 47-49, 53-60 (1968). On
constitutional problems arising from the system, see Yamanouchi, Administrative Guidance
and the Rule fLaw, 7 LAW IN JAPAN 22 (1974). See generalyFOREIGN ENTERPRISE, supra
note 74, at 196-208.
102. CONST. art. 76(2); CT. LAW art. 3(2).
103. See OPPLER, supra note 20, at 134-36.
104. ADMINISTRATIVE LITIGATION LAW (Gyase!/iken soshbhe) (Law No. 139 of 1962).
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officials.'05 Naturally, Japanese courts do not stand in the position of
de novo adjudicators of administrative disputes. There is an assump-
tion of validity concerning preliminary administrative determina-
tions, I0 6 and parties are not allowed to allege in civil litigation that facts
were other than as determined in earlier administrative actions. 10 7 In
some contexts, courts must recognize a substantial evidence rule that
binds them to accept contested administrative action. 08 The adverse
reaction to the extreme delays routinely encountered in prewar admin-
istrative litigation 1 9 has had an echo effect, in the partial relaxation of
the requirement that administrative remedies be exhausted before liti-
gation can be commenced."10
Thus, as in constitutional litigation in the United States, the present
Japanese legal system assumes judicial supremacy. Certainly, finality
in executive or administrative determinations is essential to that con-
cept. Japanese social and cultural patterns do not change swiftly, how-
ever, and therefore it may be decades before administrative litigation
assumes the proportions it has reached in the United States.' I To keep
the matter in perspective, however, intensive administrative litigation
in the United States is a phenomenon of perhaps less than fifty years in
duration.
V. JUDICIAL ADMINISTRATION: MANAGEMENT OF APPELLATE
CASELOADS
A. Internal Judicial Administration
Management of court systems has emerged as a matter of major con-
cern in this country in recent years." 2 In Japan, in contrast, the struc-
ture for judicial administration long has been embodied in the Court
105. Forms of proceedings are outlined in Ogawa, Judicial Review of Administrative Ac-
lions in Japan, in THE CONSTITUTION OF JAPAN 185, 186-88 (D. Henderson ed. 1969) [here-
inafter cited as Ogawa]. Development of administrative litigation during the first decade is
discussed in Hashimoto, The Rule of Law. Some Aspects of Judicial Review ofAdministrative
Action, in LAW IN JAPAN: THE LEGAL ORDER IN A CHANGING SOCIETY 239 (1963) [herein-
after cited as Hashimoto].
106. Kobayagawa, Preliminary Questions and Administrative Acts-A Study of the Scope
of K6tei Ryoku, 11 LAW IN JAPAN I (1978).
107. Called "isolating effect" (shadan kekka) by Professor Kobayagawa. Id. at 10-24.
108. See Hashimoto, supra note 105, at 261-71; Ogawa, supra note 105, at 199-200.
109. See QUIGLEY, supra note 8, at 289; Wada, supra note 99, at 44-45.
110. See Ogawa, supra note 105, at 201-02.
111. See FOREIGN ENTERPRISE, supra note 74, at 174.
112. Seegeneraly E. FRIESEN, E. GALLAS & N. GALLAS, MANAGING THE COURTS (1971)
[hereinafter cited as MANAGING THE COURTS]; NATIONAL CENTER FOR STATE COURTS,
STATE COURTS: A BLUEPRINT FOR THE FUTURE (T. Fetter ed. 1978).
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Law. Relatively few problems have arisen under the present Constitu-
tion.
The Supreme Court is given, through express constitutional authori-
zation," f3 ultimate responsibility for judicial administration. It does
not act, however, in its capacity as a court, ie., an adjudicating entity,
but rather as a justices' conference or judicial assembly (saibankan
kaigi).114 Implementation of policies is achieved through a Supreme
Court administrative bureau and several specialized institutes." 5 The
Court directly supervises only its own functionaries." 6 High courts
and district courts supervise their own staffs and the administration of
inferior courts within their territorial jurisdiction,' 17 using the judicial
assembly device to set polcy)1s Statutes ensure that judicial adminis-
tration will not affect the exercise of the true judicial function." 9 That
this is not an idle concern is demonstrated by certain acts of adminis-
tration that have impacted on judicial functions exercised by judge
members of the Young Jurists Association. 1  I
Under the Japanese Constitution, the rulemaking power 12 1 is a func-
tion of judicial administration. 122 Thus far, rules have been developed
only to supplement legislative policy or to fill gaps. The Diet still de-
termines basic policy.
Japan shares with most American jurisdictions a problem of separa-
tion of powers, 123 e.g., ensuring adequate budgetary support for the ju-
diciary without impairing judicial independence through legislative
interference and retaliation. Under the current Constituti6n, the Cabi-
113. CONST. art. 77(l).
114. CT. LAW art. 12.
115. Id. arts. 13-14-4, 53-56-6. The apparatus is described in DANDO, supra note 26, at
51-54, and SUPREME COURT DECISIONS, supra note 14, at xxii-xxiv.
116. CT. LAW art. 80(1).
117. Id. art. 80(2)-(3). Family and summary courts administer exclusively their own oper-
ations. Id. art. 80(4)-(5).
118. Id. art. 20 (high courts); id. art. 29 (district courts). Each court has an administrative
bureau. Id. art. 21 (high courts); id. art. 30 (district courts). Family courts are administered
like district courts. Id. art. 31-5. The Supreme Court designates a judge to serve as adminis-
trator in multiple judge summary courts. Id. art. 37.
119. Id. art. 81. Article 82 provides a complaint mechanism to advance issues of interfer-
ence. Id. art. 82.
120. See sources cited in note 52 supra.
121. CONST. art. 77(l). Public prosecutors are subject to that power, id. art. 77(2), which
confirms its inherently administrative character. The court may delegate to lower courts the
power to make rules affecting their own practice. Id. art. 77(3).
122. See DANDO, supra note 26, at 44.
123. See MANAGING THE COURTS, supra note 112, at 79-82, 83-85, 103-06; Nowak, Courts
and the American System of Government, in NATIONAL CENTER FOR STATE COURTS, STATE
COURTS: A BLUEPRINT FOR THE FUTURE 143, 145-51, 175-76 (T. Fetter ed. 1978).
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net is responsible for preparing and transmitting to the Diet an annual
budget 24 for consideration and enactment.'25 Each national budget is
to contain an independent segment governing judicial expenditures, in-
cluding reserve funds.'26 The chief control against arbitrary reductions
in Supreme Court-transmitted appropriations requests is found in the
Public Finance Law, 27 under which the Supreme Court may request
restoration of its original submission. The Cabinet then must forward
to the Diet data justifying reduction, in light of which the Diet deter-
mines a final appropriation. 2 ' Although there is potential for abuse in
this or the counterpart American system, 129 in fact the appropriations
process produces no observable impairment of judicial indepen-
dence.1
30
B. Delay in Adjudication
The Constitution of Japan guarantees a speedy trial,131 although the
constitutional bar, as in this country, 132 does not arise swiftly. 133 Trials,
at least of serious offenses, often stretch over long periods of time be-
cause trial is intermittent: after trial has been formally opened 34 wit-
nesses are examined, their statements reduced to a written protocol
(transcript), and supplementary protocols embodying contested aspects
of the original protocol are filed with the court. Although cases requir-
ing more than two days to try are supposed to be heard continuously,
13
protracted proceedings are the rule rather than the exception. Even
124. CONST. art 86.
125. Id. art. 60.
126. CT. LAW art. 83.
127. PUBLIC FINANCE LAW (Zaiseihb) art. 19 (Law No. 34 of 1947).
128. See DANDO, supra note 26, at 40; SUPREME COURT OF JAPAN, JUSTICE IN JAPAN 38
(1975).
129. In the late 1940's, legislative committees took up certain pending celebrated cases.
Although a Supreme Court communication suggesting possible infringement of judicial in-
dependence under separation of powers theory was not formally concurred in by the com-
mittees, such activities have not since occurred. See Saito, supra note 20, at 90-93.
130. See also Mikazuki, A Comparative Study of Judicial Systems, 3 LAW IN JAPAN 1, 40-
41 (1969) [hereinafter cited as Mikazuki].
131. CONST. art. 37(1).
132. Barker v. Wingo, 407 U.S. 514 (1972). For a discussion of delayed institution of
proceedings, see United States v. Lovasco, 431 U.S. 783 (1977).
133. Suzuki, Speedy Administration of Criminal Justice: The Right of the Accused and the
Interest ofSociety, 15 UNAFEI RESOURCE MATERIAL SERIES 91, 92-93 (1978). In the case
of Pak v. Japan, 26 Sai-han Keishfi 631 (Sup. Ct., G.B., Dec. 20, 1972), translated in
TANAKA, supra note 14, at 478, a sixteen-year suspension of trial proceedings forestalled
resumption of trial.
134. CRIM. PROC. CODE arts. 291-292. See DANDO, supra note 26, at 372-73.
135. CRiM. PROC. RULES art. 179-2.
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though efforts have been made to move to a system of continuous
trials,136 they are hampered by the massive backlog of cases undergoing
intermittent trial that must be disposed of while new cases are tried
without interruption. Nevertheless, some progress appears to have
been made.
137
The Japanese system of appeals continues in the high courts essen-
tially on a Western European pattern. 138 In 1977, only twelve percent
of all first-instance adjudications were appealed, 139 and these for the
most part were disposed of expeditiously. 40
Further review in the Supreme Court14 1 differs substantially from the
system in prewar Japan because of the changed constitutional status of
the Court. The principal statutory grounds for admission of a case on
jakoku appeal are constitutional violations or errors in constitutional
interpretation, failure to follow Supreme Court precedent, or, in the
absence of Supreme Court authority, incompatibility with Daishin'in
precedent. 142 Nevertheless, the Court also has discretion to accept
cases posing a possibility of a miscarriage of justice. 14 Such discretion
is the functional counterpart to certiorari in the United States Supreme
Court.
136. Nagashima, The Accused and Society. The Administration of Criminal Justice in Ja-
pan, in LAW IN JAPAN: THE LEGAL ORDER IN A CHANGING SOCIETY 297, 317-19 (1963).
137. In 1976, 82.9% of district court cases were disposed of within six months and 93.4%
within a year, in summary courts 96.8% were concluded within a year. JAPAN MINISTRY OF
JUSTICE RESEARCH AND TRAINING INSTITUTE, SUMMARY OF WHITE PAPER ON CRIME 24-
25 (1978) [hereinafter cited as WHITE PAPER SUMMARY].
138. The Japanese term for initial appeal (kaso) has no precise English language counter-
part and therefore usually is not translated; it is based on German Berufung and French
appel. See generally DANDO, supra note 26, at 415-33; TANAKA, supra note 14, at 50-51.
139. These statistics and others that follow, unless otherwise indicated, were supplied to
the author by Justice Shigemitsu Dando of the Supreme Court of Japan. The highest post-
war rate, about 16%, was experienced in 1961-1963.
140. In 1976, 64.1% of all cases were disposed of within one year following institution of
prosecution in first-instance courts, and 88.1% within three years. In some instances (2.2%),
the remaining cases had been pending for more than seven years. WHITE PAPER SUMMARY,
supra note 137, at 25.
141. Jakoku appeal. The original pattern was French revision or pourvoi en cassation.
See generally DANDO, supra note 26, at 433-43; TANAKA, supra note 14, at 51-52; SUPREME
COURT DECISIONS, supra note 14, at xxvi-xxvii.
142. CRIM. PROC. CODE art. 405. Civil appeals may be lodged for constitutional viola-
tions or for legal errors that clearly affect the outcome of the litigation. Civ. PROC. CODE
art. 394.
143. CRIM. PROC. CODE art. 411. Grounds include: material errors in construing or ap-
plying statutes or ordinances; unjust and improper imposition of punishment; grossly erro-
neous factfinding on matters material to judgment; fraud or abuse of judicial processes
which would support reopening of procedures, saishin, CRIM. PROC. CODE arts. 435-453, if
judgment became final; abolition of or change in punishment; and declaration of a general
amnesty.
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Attorneys fairly frequently invoke one or more of these article 411
grounds. For a time, so many cases were pending before the court that
it fell substantially behind in its work.' 44 Indeed, it fell so far behind
that a functional restructuring of the Court was advocated in some
quarters.14 5 Relatively few cases today, however, are accepted by the
Court and disposed of favorably to appellants under article 411.146 The
accumulation of undecided article 405 cases has been steadily reduced
from a postwar high of 8,600 in 1951 to a 1977 census of 1,007. Because
the Court now disposes of more cases than it receives through new
filings, 147 the backlog will continue to decline.
VI. CONTEMPORARY TRENDS IN THE DECISIONAL PROCESS
We have seen how Japan's court structure has evolved in one century
from a branch of feudal administration to a separate and independent
branch of government and have noted representative salient decisions
of the Supreme Court under the new order. It may be helpful in pass-
ing to note changes in decisional processes that have accompanied
evolution of the court system.
In the first years of the Meiji era, a tradition was continued: judges,
as a type of administrator, would apply established standards of socie-
tal expectation (girl) 41 that did not have to be formalized or communi-
cated to the parties because they knew, or were presumed to know, the
standards.'49 In civil matters, reliance on probability of outcome was
reflected in the use of standardized forms that usually produced ex-
pected results. 15 Such a form of customary law undoubtedly played a
significant role in Japanese affairs; indeed, it continues to have an effect
in civil litigation.' 5'
144. See SUPREME COURT DECISIONS, supra note 14, at xxix-xxx. See Mikazuki, supra
note 130, at 31-35, for a discussion of inherent problems with the traditional system of ap-
peals.
145. See SUPREME COURT DECISIONS, supra note 14, at xxx. A draft proposal appears in
DANDO, supra note 26, at 541-50.
146. In 1977, only eight cases were reversed on CRIM. PROC. CODE art. 411 grounds.
147. In 1977, 38.6% ofkOyo adjudications were contested throughjokoku appeal. Figures
on dispositions of that year showed about 85% dismissed as lacking merit and 14% with-
drawn by appellants.
148. The term and the concept underlying it have no close Anglo-American counterpart.
See generally NODA, supra note 26, at 174-83.
149. NAKAMURA, supra note 8, at 71-73.
150. See D. HENDERSON, VILLAGE "CONTRACTS" IN TOKUGAWA JAPAN 14, 15-16, 31-33
(1975).
151. CIVIL CODE (Minpa) art. 92 provides that, if a custom differs from legal provisions
not concerned with matters of public policy, courts are to recognize such custom if it appears
that the parties to a transaction intended to conform to it. See generally NODA, supra note
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The late nineteenth-century introduction of codes derived from Eu-
ropean models 152 brought with it a civil law concept of the judicial
role.'53 "Judges were regarded as if they were priests who conveyed the
oracle of the gods. What judges said had to be listened to carefully as it
enunciated the gods' will, not because it was the judges' own state-
ments." 114 As a consequence, a court's role was to clarify issues and
facts so that the law could be applied properly.155 Judgment, therefore,
constituted simply an application of general legal principles to the
unique facts of a case. Judgment had a binding effect on the parties
only 56 and had no formal impact on the resolution of later disputes
between different litigants.
Indeed, of greater significance than earlier decisions in identifying
the true or actual law was scholarly opinion (gakusetsu). 57 In their
emphasis on scholarly opinion, oriental tradition'58 and imported Eu-
ropean attitudes coincided. This may account, at least in a functional
sense, for the continued judicial reliance on explanations by scholarly
authors of the "true" content of legal principles. 15 9
The present Constitution by its terms allows continuation of the
older tradition, in that judges are independent in the exercise of their
26, at 218-22; D. HENDERSON & J. HALEY, LAW AND THE LEGAL PROCESS IN JAPAN 370-74
(1978) [hereinafter cited as LAW & THE LEGAL PROCESS]. A possible analog is the perceived
willingness of Japanese courts on occasion to bend the meaning of statutory language for the
benefit of foreign litigants. See Fujita, Procedural Fairness to Foreign Litigants as Stressed
by Japanese Courts, 12 INT'L LAW. 795 (1978).
Something roughly equivalent to equitable concepts is occasionally manifested under the
aegis of common or natural reason (jlori). If no specific provision of law and no precedent
govern a dispute, a court can resolve the matter according to its view of inherent justice.
Formal invocation of the concept is relatively rare. See LAW & THE LEGAL PROCESS, supra,
at 375; NODA, supra note 26, at 222-24; TANAKA, supra note 14, at 125.
152. See Takayanagi, supra note 9, at 15-33.
153. See Itoh, How Judges Think in Japan, 18 AM. J. COMP. L. 775, 775-79 (1970) [herein-
after cited as How Judges Think].
154. TANAKA, supra note 14, at 143.
155. The dominant role of the court president in examining witnesses in both civil and
criminal cases prior to the 1946 Constitution is described in QUIGLEY, supra note 8, at 281-
82 (civil), 284-85 (criminal). See also Tanabe, The Processes of Litigation: An Experiment
with the Adversary System, in LAW IN JAPAN: THE LEGAL ORDER IN A CHANGING SOCIETY
73, 75-76, 80-81, 85-90 (1963).
156. See generally DANDO, supra note 26, at 238-42; NODA, supra note 26, at 226-27. The
tradition is preserved in CT. LAW art. 4, which implies that an adjudication by a superior
court binds only the lower courts in the particular case.
157. See LAW & THE LEGAL PROCESS, supra note 151, at 376; NODA, supra note 26, at
241-43; QUIGLEY, supra note 8, at 290; TANAKA, supra note 14, at 59-60.
158. See NAKAMURA, supra note 4, at 449-67.
159. See FOREIGN ENTERPRISE, supra note 74, at 185-88; Itoh, supra note 79, at 131-32.
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conscience and are bound only by the Constitution and laws. 160 Never-
theless, the influence of American practice has induced the Supreme
Court of Japan and lower courts to make increasing use of precedent,
both in interpreting constitutional provisions and in evaluating earlier
decisions of the Daishin'in.161 True, the facts in a particular case may
be of relatively little importance in 'shaping statements of doctrine, and
legislative facts or legislative history seem to play less of a role than in
American practice, 162 but it is manifest that Japanese judges in 1979
use precedent in the manner of English and American judges far more
than their predecessors did before 1946.
Because of an increasing recognition that judges play a creative role
in shaping legal norms under a precedent-based system, more attention
is now given to personal and social factors affecting decisional
processes.' 63 Even here, however, the development of theories clusters
around schools of thought that often rest on political orientation. This
may affect their pragmatic utility.164
Ultimately, the impact of judicial activity can best be measured ac-
cording to the general acceptance by the populace of judicial mandates
and ,the frequency with which aggrieved citizens litigate. Whether
judges are viewed by citizens as figures of respect and sources of au-
thoritative pronouncements has been studied.' 65 Naturally, to the ex-
tent that the Japanese do not perceive judges and their doctrinal
statements as directive, there is a measure of irrelevance in the judicial
function.
Popular attitudes toward courts probably reflect underlying concepts
160. CONST. art. 76(3). See NODA, supra note 26, at 226.
161. Justice in Japan, supra note 97, at 15-16. The author notes that evaluating earlier
decisions is necessary when code law, e.g., the PENAL CODE, has continued in force after
1946 with only minor amendments.
162. See Itoh, supra note 79, at 133-38; Kawashima, The Concept of Judicial Precedent in
Japanese Law, in 1 Ius PRIVATUM GENTIUM: FESTSCHRIFT FUR MAX RHEINSTEIN ZUM 70,
GEBURTSTAG AM 5. JULI 1969, 85 (1969).
163. E.g., K. SAKURADA, SHIH& TO SAIBANKAN (Judges and the Administration of Jus-
tice) 8-14 (1971); Hayakawa, .4ge andthe Judiciary in Japan (1), 9 KOBE U.L. REV. 1 (1973);
Ishirnura, Saibankan no hanketsukod no lame no wakugumi (A Framework for the Deci-
sional Behavior of Judges), 26 HOSHAKAI (Sociology of Law) 1 (1973). A similar approach
has been taken to Supreme Court processes. Kawashima, Individualism in Decision-Making
in the Supreme Court ofJapan, in COMPARATIVE JUDICIAL BEHAVIOR 103 (1969).
164. See How Judges Think, supra note 153, at 790-800; Kat6, Logic and Balancing of
Interests in Legal Interpretaion, 2 LAW IN JAPAN 80 (1968); Tokoro, Saiban no min-
shatekitasei to dokuritsu (Popular Control and Independence of the Judiciary), 26
HOSHAKAI 7 (1973).
165. Danelski, supra note 52, at 971-80; Mikazuki, supra note 130, at 24-27. Cf. NA-
TIONAL CENTER FOR STATE COURTS, STATE COURTS: A BLUEPRINT FOR THE FUTURE 5-
102 (T. Fetter ed. 1978) (results of a survey of American public opinion).
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of law itself. Japanese tradition views law essentially as penal in char-
acter, and thus resort to its use is avoided if possible.'66 Legal prece-
dent, accordingly, is not a likely guide for conduct, particularly conduct
outside traditional bounds, and courts are not likely sources of accepta-
ble dispute resolution. Moreover, judicial decisions establish concrete
rights and liabilities, a consequence incompatible with traditional har-
monization of disputes through informal negotiations presided over by
a trusted authority figure. Certainly, conciliation and mediation are of
far greater importance in contemporary Japan than they are, for exam-
ple, in the United States.' 67 Ever-increasing urbanization and disrup-
tion of family and local community ties impair the ability to negotiate
mutually acceptable compromises and may well accelerate resort to the
courts. It has been argued that even now this trend is observable.
168
Yet, traditions die slowly; Japanese courts will entertain fewer lawsuits
than other industrialized nations of comparable population and influ-
ence. To that degree, therefore, decisional processes will have a re-
duced impact.
VII. A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
Examining the contemporary Japanese judicial system, one is struck
by the aspects it appears to share with the American system and the
marked degree to which it has moved away from European counter-
parts. Nevertheless, caution is required in singling out features of Jap-
anese judicial adminstration that might be urged for adoption, or
readoption, in this country. Despite rapid urbanization, Japan has a
highly homogeneous population sharing inherited cultural values. Its
governmental structure is centralized and unitary. In contrast, the
United States presents an extreme array of cultures and value struc-
tures, to the degree that effective government seems to rest on coalitions
of minorities rather than a clearly identified majority. The federal sys-
tem, while perceived as valuable, carries with it decentralization that
impedes, if not forestalls, development of an elite corps of governing
professionals. Only in the executive branches of the two governments
may one perceive a shared phenomenon-an entrenched bureaucracy
that, however capable, may be viewed as a mixed blessing.169 Whether
166. NODA, supra note 26, at 159-60, 165-66.
167. See II HENDERSON, supra note 3, at 243-54; Kawashima, Dispute Resolution in Con-
temporary Japan, in LAW IN JAPAN: THE LEGAL ORDER IN A CHANGING SOCIETY 41
(1963); Ohta & Hozumi, Compromise in the Course of Litigation, 6 LAW IN JAPAN 97 (1973).
168. Haley, The Myth ofthe Reluctant Litigant, 4 J. JAPANESE STUD. 359 (1978).
169. See FOREIGN ENTERPRISE, supra note 74, at 196-216 for a discussion of the Japanese
bureaucracy as an elite and as a power bloc.
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citizens are more in jeopardy from career competents or incompetents
is open to debate.
Nevertheless, the high degree of professionalism displayed by Japa-
nese judges and public prosecutors flows from the fact that they all
have met very high entry requirements, 7 ° have served on many courts
throughout the country with increasing responsibilities, and have been
exposed to close, albeit generally supportive, supervision and perform-
ance evaluation by their superiors. The consequence is that justice in
Japan is administered by a professional elite.
In contrast, the American system evidences almost extreme autonomy
for trial judges. Federal district judges, for example, would rebel
against the controls their Japanese counterparts accept as necessary to
professionalism. Moreover, the American tradition that judges
throughout their tenure serve only in their judicial districts militates
against a strong sense of identity with the judiciary as a governmental
entity. Efforts in some jurisdictions at centralizing judicial administra-
tion through the concept of a single court of justice1 7' and increasing
attendance by state trial judges at educational programs offered by or-
ganizations like the National Judicial College are breaking down some-
what our traditional judicial feudalism. Still, we are far from achieving
the esprit de corps found in Japan. Without a centralized judicial ad-
ministration, which probably would require constitutional revision and
which would take generations to achieve, it is difficult to speak of trans-
ferring specific technology from the Japanese judiciary to the American
judiciary.
Therefore, the main advantage in studying the organization and de-
cisional techniques of Japanese judges is to isolate comparative govern-
mental processes. The constitutional status of the judicial arm in Japan
is the product of SCAP influence and was intended to recast that
branch of government in the American mold. Therefore, to examine
the work of Japanese courts, and particularly the Supreme Court of
Japan, through the past thirty years is to test the validity of the presup-
positions on which the concept of judicial independence-or
supremacy-rests. One's conclusion may be similar to that of the Bap-
tist preacher who, after surveying the tribulations of his congregation,
170. For example, in 1975 only 472 of 27,791 applicants, or 1.7%, passed the national
examination rendering them eligible to enter the Legal Training and Research Institute. See
note 36 supra and accompanying text. This group comprised the cadre from which assistant
judges were drawn two years later. The largest number of passing scores since 1960 has
been 554, and the highest percentage has been 4.2%. See TANAKA, supra note 14, at 577-82.
171. See, eg., Judges for the Third Judicial Circuit v. Wayne County, 386 Mich. 1, 190
N.W.2d 228 (1971), cert. denied, 405 U.S. 923 (1972).
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praised God that the Methodists were doing no better. It is not obvious
to all observers that the Japanese judiciary has become a realistic
model for export to developed and developing countries, precisely be-
cause it is a unique product of a unique nation.
Nevertheless, the Supreme Court of Japan and lower courts influ-
enced by it have established as a fact of government their power to stop
action or inaction by the other two coordinate branches that infringes
citizens' rights guaranteed by the 1946 Constitution. Because neither
the administrative arm nor the Diet has a power of final determination
under the Constitution, a judgment by a majority of the Supreme Court
is indeed the supreme law for the nation. Diet members and officials in
the administrative apparatus seem to accept and submit to this, render-
ing the Court as well as its doctrines supreme in a functional sense.
Insofar as submission by the legislature and the administration to judi-
cial pronouncements on constitutional issues has become a fact of Jap-
anese politics, it parallels precisely the American experience. If fewer
decisions on constitutional issues have been rendered in Japan than
one would have expected in the United States during the same period,
that may indicate not indifference on the part of judges to constitu-
tional issues, but rather the efficacy of a smaller number of judicial
pronouncements to affect official behavior.
Whether the Japanese judiciary and its precedents are supreme in
the view of the mass of Japanese citizens, however, is another question.
Intellectuals may reject or ignore them on the basis of adherence to
differing ideological schools, variant views of truth and justice, or the
persistent attitude that scholarly opinion is at least as important as ex-
pressions of opinion and actions by administrators, including judges.
Social action and labor groups tend to identify the judiciary with the
currently dominant political group and consequently reject on that ba-
sis the judiciary's policy statements. Many citizens may perceive all
organs of national government, including appellate courts, as so remote
that their acts have relatively little operative significance. In short, the
Supreme Court may be more paramount within government than in
the nation as a whole.
This is an exportable lesson. Judicial mandates designed to affect
citizen conduct generally are effective only to the degree that they are
voluntarily accepted as valid by citizens. If the populace, or a func-
tional majority of it, is not prepared to conform to the judiciary's ex-
pressions of policy, the latter are effective only when the legislative and
administrative branches adopt them, and neither branch can afford to
divorce itself too far from the value structure embraced by a popular
19791
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majority. American judges at times appear to lose sight of this fact.
The thirty years of experience of Japanese courts and judges under the
Sh~wa Constitution, therefore, may be a salutary reminder that
supremacy is accorded from below, not appropriated from above.
